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HaRwood notes that both authors point to the discrepancy between the FBI Report 
and the WCR on the JFK back wound: FBI (O’Neill/Siebert) has the wound in the 
back while the WCR has the wound in the back of the neck, etc... . 

Belmont 12/3/1963 62-109060-4180 EBF) Part I. Doc. # 8 Received from 
The SS on 12/3/1963 

Oswald’s Handwriting Samples (With the Walker Shooting) 

1. Doc. FBI Report 11/63 date obscured. 62-109060-4180 EBF Part I 
Notes that K4 and K5 standards of Oswald’s handwriting used for determining his 
handwriting. 

2. Doc#2 FBI Report 11/29/1963 same source as above Text notes that samples of 
O’s writing in K4 and K5 could not used to determine whether he wrote the 
Russian writing in a small note book (Q 50). Raises the question of what did 
Cadigan base his assertion that Oswald wrote the so-called “Walker note.” 

3. FBI lab reports that Oswald did not sign the “A.J. Hidell” signature on the Fair 
Play for Cuba card in his wallet. 

4. Batch of docs. that show (1) how K4 and K5 was used to determine Oswald’s 
writing in English on pur4chase of rifle and other stuff. . . On doc. “key” FBI 
Report of 12/5/1963 notes that various letters written in Russian by Lee and 
Marina could not be definitely determined whether they were written by Lee and 
Marina because “characteristics of non-Latin script or alphabet language could 
not permit a “definite conclusion.” In short K4 and K5 standard could not be 
relied upon to provide a definite answer. ******** 

5. Several docs. 12/4 Notes Marina identified the letter as having been written by 
Lee... .Signature by Cadigan . . . .Letter in question is (Q207) at this point. 
There follows 2 docs. in which Cadigan on 12/5/1963 asserts that Q207 was 
written by Oswald. Based on K4, K5, and K43 (Letter purportedly written by Lee 
to Marina in Russian( 

6. Batch of docs with covering note. Doc. 3 SAC, Dallas to Director, 12/4/1963 
has translation of Q207 (Walker note) by Boguslav. . . .The only English in the © 
note is “Red Cross” as noted by Boguslav. . . .Cadigan Followed by Cadigan 
report on 12/5 concluding that LHO wrote Q207 
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